


Imperial War Museum is in an unusual position compared to 
most Film Heritage Institutions – we are able to administer 
the rights for the bulk of our collection.

So with: 
No major film preservation problems
Reasonably good documentation (catalogues)
Undiminished demand for film clip sales from broadcasters
Subject matter never out of fashion
Supportive IT department
it should be easy to make money!



The traditional model for footage sales is complex, but 
never-the-less successful up till now:
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However, non-commercial demand (our heritage 
obligations) is non-profit-making.

The challenge is to match the past commercial income (or 
improve on it) and tap into new revenue streams, such as 
private use, with a much simpler delivery approach.
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To get from scanner to website is far from simple – and has 
taken years.  There are no off-the-shelf systems...yet.
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But now the system and the workflows are in place, and we 
can sell film directly through the website to customers.  The 
back-end systems are complicated, but for the user, it is 
supposed to be simple.

















However, to provide broadcast material to TV producers 
requires more sophistication.  Broadcast sales require rights 
and price negotiations, which have to be done in the old 
fashioned way.





STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE
RELEASE AND USE OF MATERIAL FROM
THE IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM'S COLLECTIONS DIVISION
Imperial War Museum, Lambeth Road, London, SE1 6HZ U.K.
Tel +44 (0)20 7416 5291/2
fax +44 (0)20 7416 5299
e-mail filmcommercial@iwm.org.uk

1. GRANT OF RIGHTS
1.1 Subject to payment of all sums specified in Clause 2.1 and to Clauses 1.3 and 3, the Museum grants to
the User a non-exclusive, non-transferable licence to incorporate the Material (or part of it) in the Project
and to exploit the Material as incorporated in the Project in the Permitted Media in the Territory for the
duration of the Licence Period. No other use of the Material shall be made or authorised by the User.
1.2 The Museum grants the User for the duration of the Licence Period a licence to use the trade marks
Imperial War Museum and IWM for the sole purpose of providing the credit to the Museum as specified
in section 6 of these Standard Terms and Conditions All goodwill arising from the use of such trade
marks shall accrue exclusively to the benefit of the Museum.
1.3 Where the User incorporates the Material in any Electronic Media service, the rights in Clause 1 are
granted only subject to the Museum's prior written approval of all agreements between the User and its
subscribers or licensees which will not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
2. PAYMENT
The User undertakes and agrees with the Museum:
2.1 to pay to the Museum the following non-refundable sums: (a) the Minimum Fee; (b) the Licence Fee;
and (c) all Service Charges, in each case within 30 days of the date of the Sales Invoices relating
thereto;
2.2 immediately following the final editing or publication of the Project to return a Usage Declaration

mailto:filmcommercial@iwm.org.uk


The material has to be generated from the masters at HD or 
SD quality, and cannot easily be delivered online because of 
the file sizes.  So delivery is by hard disc drive.





But now the system and the workflows are in place, and we 
can sell film directly through the website to customers.  The 
back-end systems are complicated, but for the user, it is 
supposed to be simple.



Other issues to be aware of:

System support is difficult – two database systems in the 
Museum, two suppliers, an IT department and a systems 
development department all with an interest.

Delivery formats, especially for HD, are not properly 
established.

Rights must always be respected, so for instance music 
cannot easily be included in streamed material.

Cataloguing requirements for online searching are different 
from traditional academic needs.

(and much more!)




